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“CHECKLIST MANIFESTO” FOR SUCCESS-
FUL GRAFTING OUTCOMES IN IMPLAN-

TOLOGY FROM EFFECTIVE LA TO TISSUE 
ENGINEERING TO MANAGEMENT OF 

COMPLICATIONS

Every dental practice today all over the world is implant centric today 
for the longevity of human lives and enhanced technology which 

makes it doctor and patient friendly. A majority of patients however 
require bone grafting procedures for enhanced patient outcomes. The 
procedures are different for every case and can be done in different ways. 
The assured success of these processes will decide whether the dentist 
will be able to ensure a predictable final outcome. With the excessive 
courses, materials and technology available, it is difficult to decide which 
the best procedure for a particular defect augmentation. This lecture will 
cover the core principles which every dentist must follow in vertical aug-
mentation, horizontal augmentation. It will cover GBR, ridge split, ridge 
expansion, sinus lifts and block grafts, the use of membranes, PRF and 
closure. This is a check list manifesto which every implantologist must 
follow. 
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Ashwini Bhalerao is a Gold Medalist Oral and 
maxillofacial surgeon from the prestigious Nair 
Hospital Dental College in 1993. She has done 
numerous adjunctive fellowships from UK, USA 
and Germany to add to her surgical skills in or-
thognathic and implantology. She is the winner 
of “The Oral Surgeon of the Year, India” award and 
she runs a successful oral and maxillofacial prac-
tice in Mumbai devoted to surgery. International 
and national speaking assignments and being 
the mentor of the most successful course in Oral 
Surgery in India, fundamentals of oral surgery is 
her passion.
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